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NWD
NWD Granted “Outstanding Listed Company Award” by IFAPC
NWD was recently granted the “Outstanding Listed Company
Award 2021” by The Hong Kong Institute of Financial Analysts
and Professional Commentators Limited (“IFAPC”). The
accolade recognises the Group’s outstanding performance in
corporate transparency and investor relations. Organised by
IFAPC, the “Outstanding Listed Company Award” aims to
commend companies with outstanding performance or great
potentials and underscore the importance of corporate
governance, as well as strengthen Hong Kong’s position as an
international financial center, whilst forming a set of objective
standards for the reference of investment community.
Mr. Edward Lau, Chief Financial Officer of NWD, said, “With roots in Hong Kong and backing from the
motherland, NWD has placed a strong emphasis on GBA. Going forward, the Group will seize the
opportunities presented by the National 14th Five-Year Plan and capitalise on Hong Kong SAR
Government’s Northern Metropolis Development Strategy to further strengthen the integration
between Shenzhen and Hong Kong and boost the development of GBA. The Group will continue to give
back to the society by leveraging its business power and create more values for the Company’s
stakeholders.”

Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
“Carbon Neutrality” Partnership with the Environment Bureau of HKSAR
To support HKSAR’s commitment to carbon neutrality by
2050, NWD pledged to support the “Carbon Neutrality”
Partnership launched by the Environment Bureau in late
October 2021. Further to our SV2030 emissions reduction
and renewable energy adoption targets up to 2030/2031, we
are exploring solutions to play a part in the global transition
to a low carbon future, with ambitions to meet net zero
carbon by 2050.

Achieved GRESB Highest Five-star Rating for Three Consecutive Years
Agency Representative:
nwd@iprogilvy.com

NWD has once again been recognised by the 2021 Global Real Estate Sustainability
Benchmark (GRESB) ratings. NWD has achieved the highest five-star rating
consecutively since 2019. In 2021, NWD also ranked 1st in Public Disclosure Score
among all Hong Kong diversified companies and Management Score among all Asia
companies. This is a strong testament to our ongoing ESG integration efforts and we
will continue our work in building sustainable cities and communities and creating
shared value for all our stakeholders.

Notes:
(1) New World Development Company Limited (17.HK): NWD
(2) New World China Land Limited: NWCL
(3) Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area: GBA

New World Mask Awarded the Corporate Social Responsibility Project of the Year
in the 2021 RICS Awards Hong Kong
NWD’s efforts in meeting an urgent community need during the COVID-19 pandemic have been
highly recognised and awarded the Corporate Social Responsibility Project of the Year in the
2021 RICS Awards Hong Kong. During the pandemic, NWD developed a made-in-Hong Kong
face mask production line in a short period of time, innovated mask dispensers, and donated
the masks to disadvantaged groups, demonstrating excellence in applying corporate social
responsibility values and ideas to create a better community.
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K11
K11 Presents Savoir-Faire, Asia’s First Multi-Brands Fashion Exhibition
From mid-December to February 2022, K11 is very pleased to present Asia’s
first multi-brands fashion exhibition, Savoir-Faire: The Mastery of Craft in
Fashion at K11 MUSEA, Hong Kong’s Silicon Valley of Culture.
The exhibition is the latest installment of an ongoing collaboration between
our Founder, Adrian Cheng, and world-renowned fashion stylist and editor,
Carine Roitfeld, following the hugely successful launch of K11 Original
Masters last year. With works of haute couture and prêt-à-porter on display,
Savoir-Faire will showcase the beauty and importance of preservation of
crafts from some of the most legendary houses and designers around the
world, and rejuvenate the cultural landscape of Hong Kong.
In addition to rare artifacts from the K11 Craft & Guild Foundation, the
captivating exhibition will also feature masterful works from renowned
design houses such as Balenciaga, Chanel, Christian Dior, Givenchy, Iris van
Herpen, Loewe, Louis Vuitton, Tom Ford, and Valentino, and avant-garde
designers such as Richard Quinn and Tom Van der Borght.

NWCL
Guangzhou New Canton Mansion Set Another High-Quality Benchmark by Cracking World-Class
Technical Problem
New World Canton Centre and Guangzhou New Canton Mansion project achieved an industry’s first by pumping the
most advanced and highest strength C130 concrete into an over-220-meter building, successfully cracking a world-class
technical problem. This not only will greatly improve the quality of construction in the future, but also demonstrates
NWD’s response to the vision of sustainable development and support to the concept of green building. The project,
which is nearing completion, is set to attract more headquarters of outstanding enterprises to settle in.

NWCL Kicked Off 2022 Campus Recruitment
NWCL kicked off the 2022 campus recruitment, starting from Guangzhou in September, travelling through Shenzhen,
Hangzhou, Wuhan and Changsha to host on-campus talks. NWCL has been providing a steady flow of talents to the
Group through its campus recruitment program, New Pioneer Program, which has a history of over 10 years.
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